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Abstract-Detecting human eyes movement and using it for
communication is very common for people with amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (ALS) and other locked-in and paralysis
diseases. The majority of existing systems are very expensive
and nearly all of them use special devices and cameras, mostly
infrared based, that are not commonly available. For Persian
patients there is no special user interface at all. The system
introduced in this paper which is called EyeType uses just a
normal webcam and a calibration-free algorithm to identify
eye gestures and by using a specific user interface enables the
patients to type what they want. To make it easier, a pervasive
algorithm is applied to score the words that are mostly used
and after collecting the required information, begins to
suggest most possible words to the user as he/she types the

high-precision eye tracking, but they are usually very
expensive due to the hardware they use and are not easily
available everywhere and on different platforms.
In this paper a new system is proposed that is called
EyeType, which detects eye gestures and by using a special
interface designed for Persian language, enables the patients
to type without using any special hardware; the
implemented system is able to run under different platfonns
due to the fact that it uses OpenCV [17] library for
processing eye movements and an HTML-Javascript
interface that is run on Chrome browser, available on many
platforms.
II.

initial letters.

EyeType consists of two major components:
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Communication is a very important aspect of human life
which people with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) are
deprived of it. ALS is a neuro-degenerative disease that
leads to progressive paralysis of voluntary muscles. Patients
eventually lose their abilities of moving or speaking, but still
retain the ability of moving their eyes [1, 12, 15]. Therefore
using eyes as a communication tool is quite natural,
especially for late-stage ALS patients. Eye-tracking has
many other applications like monitoring human vigilance,
gaze-contingent smart graphics, or even learning human
behaviors by analyzing natural eye movements[5, 10], as
well .There have been many approaches in the past.
Traditional methods like template matching, appearance
based are not solely fast enough for a real-time tracking [7].
One of the main obstacles for designing a real time eye
tracking system in the past was defmitely hardware
limitation which is not completely solved today, but
nowadays the existing hardwares provide us with a more
acceptable processing speed .

ARCHITECTURE

A.

Detection Engine

The detection engine, as its name implies, is the core of
system which takes frames from camera, extracting features
and analyzing them. The gestures that can be recognized by
EyeType are: looking straight, looking right, looking left
and closed/open eyes (for more simplicity and accuracy
looking up and looking down gestures are omitted from
detection engine, considering the fact that many ALS
patients and caregivers found that writing short messages
and controlling environment are more important than
writing large amount of text [1]) .
B.

User Interface (Ul)

Nowadays there are some eye/gaze tracking systems that
capture eyes images and track pupil movements. They are
mainly categorized into two groups:

The user interface is very simple, as shown in Fig.l, it
has a main bar with seven tiles on it and a text area. Each
tile contains a group of letters, the last one on the right,
however, shows suggested words. The tile which is always
in focus is the one in the center. When the user looks at left
or right the bar shifts accordingly so the focused tile
changes. If the user wants to type one of the letters or words
in the corresponding box he/she confIrms it by closing
his/her eyes. The tiles are respectively fIlled with the
letters/words on the selected box. The process continues as
long as there is only one letter (or word, if the user selects
the word suggestion box) on the box which is typed in the
textbox when selected.

Desktop mounted, i.e. the camera is mounted on a
desktop or monitor such as TobiiPCEye [13] or head
mounted, such as EyeSeeCam [14]. These systems provide

For more compatibility the user interface is
implemented using HTML and javascript, and to make the
system independent of any standalone database engine,
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Figure I. EyeType user interface

webSQL is used for saving system settings, words and
their scores and retrieving them accordingly.
One of the main properties of a pervasive system is
invisibility. A pervasive system must be designed with the
slightest footprint [3, 4, 6, 9]. In EyeType there is a simple
embedded and invisible algorithm that counts the repetition
of words and scores them accordingly. There is a database
of common words in the program that is extended during the
time, using the scoring algorithm and is customized
automatically by evaluating typed sentences by the user.
The output of algorithm is the seven most possible words
that the user tries to type and they appear in the word
suggestion box. Although this feature does not interfere
with any of user's interactions there is still the possibility of
disabling it.

III.

PUPIL TRACKING ALGORITHM

To begin eye tracking, the face must be found and after
that, the regions of interests that are eye regions must be
specified. First, a Haar cascade classifier [16] is used to
detect
the
face;
the
used
classifier
is
"haarcascade_frontalface_alt.xml", which is a part of
OpenCV library. After face detection the eye regions need
to be found. According to [8], eye regions can be found
relatively to face region with a fairly good approximation.
Assuming that most of webcams usually have a resolution
of about 2 megapixels with a low color depth and contrast,
using other methods that need processing make the program
t become unstable.
After detecting eye regions the system needs to perform
two main algorithms, one of them is for recognizing gaze
directions (left and right) which are dependent on detecting
pupil, the other is for closed eye detection, used for
confirmation like a mouse click.
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To have better results, before calculating the gradient
vectors, the eye region histogram is equalized using
openCV equalizeHist function. The reason is that webcams
usually produce a low contrast image [11] and by using this
function image contrast can be improved so that better
results could be achieved. To improve the results even more,
a Gaussian blur filter is applied before analyzing eye region,
as well. After pupil is found, gaze direction must be
specified and considering the system is supposed to be
calibration-free, using an approach like template matching
is inappropriate. To fulfill this task the eye region is used as
a base so that if the pupil distance with the right edge of the
detected region is l.25 times more than its distance with the
left one, the person is looking right and vice versa. Fig.2 and
Fig.3 show the used approach (Yl > 1.2 Xl && yz > l.2xz).
This number is found from different tests and may not be
the absolute best value for various people and positions, but
it seems logically true if the pupil is considered to be at the
center that in our case is an assumption due to the motionless
situation of the patients.
Another factor for analyzing eye image and finding
whether it is open or closed is its histogram, when eye is
open the histogram of its area is different from the time it is
closed (FigA and Fig.5) because the white part of eye i.e.
the sclera is hidden when it is closed. As there is no
calibration step in our approach it is assumed that in the first
frame which eyes are detected, they are open.(even if this
restriction is not considered by the user, it is usually true as
the eye detection engine works well only when eyes are
open).

Fortunately, iris has a circular shape and there is a fairly
good contrast difference between sclera and iris. Pupil is at
the center of iris and has the darkest point, so we have an
acceptable gradient. To find the iris a gradient vector
method is used. According to [2] if c is a possible center,
gi the gradient vector at position Xi, and di the normalized
displacement vector, then the optimal center c' of a circular
object in an image with pixel positions Xb i f{1, ... ,N}, is
given by:
'

c
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Figure 2. Detected eyes under glasses
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Average Error percentage
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1

NUMBER OF LETTERS TYPED IN 2 MINUTES BY 5
SUBJECTS
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Figure 3. Finding gaze direction
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Figure 4. Open eye histogram
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Figure 5. Open eye histogram

IV.

RESULT

We have implemented proposed method on an Intel core
i7 u plus 1.7 GH processor with 6 GB RAM. Proposed
method is implemented using openCV library which is BSD
licensed and hence free for both academic and commercial
use. To implement eyeType, the C++ interface of openCv is
used. To connect to user Interface, a webview which is
actually a chromium engine is used in the eye detection
engine.
EyeType is tested on five individuals with their
specifications in Table V. As the EyeType system uses no
infrared, there is no risk of damaging subjects' eyes.
Considering different light conditions, the test is done in a
room with the light level of about 80 luxes, which is an ideal
light for normal activities at night. The used webcam is a
nearly low quality one with the resolution of 1.3
megapixels. To prevent random results, at fust no word
suggestion is used and the subjects are asked to type
different phrases without any help from the software. The
results can be seen in TableI to Table V. As it can be derived
from Tablel the average error rate is less than 7% which is
an acceptable result.
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4

33

21

31

28

31

5

25

24

33

25

25

Average
Count

28.8

24.8

29

28

28.6

TEST SUBJECTS SPECIFICATIONS

TABLE IV.

�
A

Gender

Age

HasALS

Male

46

yes

B

Male

33

no

C

Female

28

no

D

Female

27

no

E

Male

27

no

TABLE V.

TABLE I COMPARISON OF EYETYPE WITH EYEWRITE

�
Parameter

Average of typed letters in 2
minutes

EyeWrite

23.4

EyeType-No suggestion

20.92

EyeType-With suggestion

27.84

Table IV is the comparison of our system known as
EyeType with EyeWrite system, developed in Simon Fraser
university of Canada [1]. Although the number of letters in
Persian alphabet is more than English alphabet, our
proposed method acts even better when using auto
suggestion.
V.

DISCUSSION

Initial experiments show that eye detection and pupil
tracking method used in this article may have different
results depending on different light conditions and the
quality of captured frames; wearing glasses may have
negative effects depending on the amount of reflection.
Obviously if a camera with better specifications is used,
better results can be achieved by extracting an eye region
with a higher resolution. The other factor that may become
problematic is a change in face orientation, however, this
system is specially designed for ALS patients that cannot
move their heads and is fault-tolerant to an acceptable
amount of change in face orientation.
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Figure 6. An ALS patient testing £yeType
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CONCLUSION

A pervasive eye tracking system for ALS patients is
introduced and implemented. The system is calibration-free
and very easy to use without the need of any special
hardware. It may not be as accurate as the commercial
systems but it's usable by anyone and can be implemented
on different platforms. The word suggestion system is not
annoying at all and can be simply ignored or turned off. 5
individuals tested the system and the average error rate is
only 5.68% which is an acceptable result. The typing speed
using the auto suggestion system is even better than its
equivalence one developed in Canada which uses special
hardware and infrared LEDs [1]. In fig3 you can see a
patient testing the system, the figure is a part of an article in
Salamat magazine.
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